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Unit Testing: Test cases

219343: Software verification and 
validation

Some materials are from Alberto Savoia's slides on unit testing,
and George Necula's software engineering course
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What to test
 Right – are the result right?
 B – are all the boundary conditions CORRECT?
 I – can you check inverse relationship?
 C – can you cross-check results using other means?
 E – can you force error condition to happen?
 P – are performance characteristics within bounds?
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Are the results RIGHT?

 If the code runs correctly, how would I 
know?
 Can be done even when the requirement 

is not completely known.  ---  Testing 
also helps clarify the requirement.
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Practice
 We have class TopK which is a container 

class that allows you to add new integers 
and keeps K highest integers.

 Its interface is:
public class TopK {

    public TopK(int k) {...} // constructor: 
                             // k = # of items it keeps

    public void add(int c) {...}   // add new integer.

    public int getNumKept() {...} // get # of integer it keeps

    // get the i-th highest integer in the list.
    public int get(int i) {...}
}
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Boundary conditions

 Most bugs live at the edge.
 Cases to consider:

 Random input
 Badly formatted data
 Empty data
 Values out of normal ranges
 Duplications
 Ordered lists that aren't, and vise-versa
 Things our of order
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Boundary conditions: practice

 Practice with TopK
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Inverse relationship (1)

 Use inverse operation to check

public void testSquareRoot() {

   double x = mySquareRoot(4.0)
   assertEquals(4.0, x * x, 0.00001);
}
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Inverse relationship (2)

 Use inverse operation to check
public void testInsert() {
   list.insert(100); // we insert item

   List.ListNode node = list.head;   // to check, we look for it
   int i;

   for(i=0; i<list.length; i++)
      if(node.item == 100)
         break;
   assertTrue(i!=list.length);
}
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Cross-check

 Check you method with other means
 Use another (slower) method to check 

result, e.g., for sorting algorithms.
 Check that the aggregate characteristic 

is correct.
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Forcing error conditions
 From other parts of program

 Practice: TopK
 From environment

 Out of memory
 Out of disks
 Clock?
 Network errors
 System load
 Limited color palette
 Video resolutions
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Performance characteristics

 Fast enough?
 Use Timer.

 In JUnit, can add
 @Test (timeout=10) public void xxxx
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Test cases

 Specific / general ?
 specific: acctNum = 1234
 general: acctNum >= 0

 Weak assertion / strong assertion ?
 Weak: getBalance(acctNum) >= 

MIN_BALANCE
 Strong: getBalance(acctNum) = 12.50
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Weak assertion

 An assertion is weak if it can evaluate 
to true even if the aspect of the 
implementation that it's testing is 
incorrect

 WA == false  -> bug
 bug !-> WA == false
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Strong assertion

 An assertion is strong if it will 
evaluate to true if and only if the 
aspect of the implementation that it's 
testing is correct

 SA == false  -> bug
 bug  -> SA == false
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Strong!=correct
 Since each strong assertion checks 

only one aspect of the 
implementation.

 There is no guarantee that there will be 
no side effects

{
    Bank b
    bank.totalDeposits() == 10000000
    bank.getBalance(1234) == 500
}
    bank.deposit(1234,500)
{
    bank.totalDeposite() == 10000500
    bank.getBalance(1234) == 1000
}
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Class invariants
 A class invariant is a property that is true of 

all objects of a given class before and after 
each public method calls
 SortedIntList

 array is sorted
 eltCount <= maxsize

 Employee class
 hourlySalary >= MIN_WAGE
 getManager() != null

 Class invariants are a cheap and powerful 
testing tools, but rarely used in manual unit 
testing.
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Bottom lines

 Unit testing is not easy
 Testing effort

 3-4 lines of test code for every one line 
of code to get 90-100% coverage

 Usually, consider only normal 
execution path.  

 Automation?
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